An equation for vertical vc.locity is app1ic.d to data from 850, 500, and 200 mb. for calc~~lationa of vertical velocity and divergcsnce in special cases characterizcad b y prononnccid fnilurca of barotropic forecasts. The results of the calculations show t,hat a norl-davclopmc,nt situation was sdequatrly described by the equivalent-barotropic picture of a single quasi-horizontal surface of rlorl-divc.rg~.llcc.. The ot1sr.t of mid-tropospheric development, as shown by the appearance of large errors of t,hc harotropic forecast, vas rllaractcrizrd by the appearance of a dollble surface of non-divergcnce, with a deep mid-tropospheric convcrge~~ce layr in thr vicinity of t h r trough linfk. This picture of d r~~~l o p r n e n t is confirmed by a second case study. The appearance of the mid-tropospheric convcrgerlcc lavrr is related to the 1ou"levc~l cold push, thr tilt of the flow patterns with height, and the high-level jrt stream, co~~fir~llirlg synoptic studies by J. J. George, H. Riehl, and others.
INTRODUCTION

THE VERTICAL VELOCITY EQUATION
T h e vertical velocity equation is obtained in tllc usutrl 111c.thor1 f ' r o~~l the vorticity eyu:ttion a n d the :diabtrtiC cqu:\tion written in the following form :
of st'atic stability can be neglected, although u is perlnittrtl to vary in the vertical. The appearance of fqo as tt coefficient of the second t,erm in equation ( 3 ) was required for special reasons not relevant to this study. However, different versions of equation (3) were used in calculations in which (a) static stability varied freely, involving extra terms in u, and (b)f: (at 45O N.) replacedfqo. The results which applied to this study were not significantly affected by these changes.
The finite differencc system in the vert>ical consisted of using data from 850, 500, and 200 mb. An interpolation was made enabling the use of 800, 500, and 200 mb. in the calculations. I n computing finite differences at the low levels, the variable height of the ground was taken int,o considerat,ion. The upper and lower boundary conditions consisted of w=O at p=0 and w = V s . V p , at the lower boundary p,, the standard atmosphere pressure at, the variable height of the ground.
For finite differences in the horizontal t,lle Joint n'umerical Weather Prediction Unit's (JNWP) grid on a polar stereographic map having a mesh length of 381 km. at, 60' N. was used. In the conlputation of Laplacians and Jacobians, a vonsistent system was used in which the components u and o of the wind wcre taken over B double mesh length. where A=k2u/jq0, k being a horizontal wave number. The right-hand side of the equation is represented as the forcing function, F, determined by the vertical variation of vorticity advection and the Laplacian of the ternperature advection. I n a quasi-gcostrophic model, n-1 values of F can be obtained from n parameters in t,he vertical. The usual two-parameter prediction model therefore cont,ains sufficient information for only one value of F in the vertical. If we then take F as independent of pressure, and apply as boundary conditions w=0 at 1000 nlb. anti at 0 rnb., the w-profile is symmetric about 500 mb., where a surface of non-divergence is found. This is represented by figure la. Of course it would be possible, in tbe absence of other than climatological information, to make an assertion regarding the variation of F with pressure in such a model. The only effect of this would be t'o change the pressure of the non-divergent surface. However, a continuous non-divergent surface corresponding with an isobaric surface would still exist.
Suppose instead that we consider a model with sufficient parameters in the vertical (minimum of three) to provide information on the slope of the vertical F-profile. P N D refers to t,he pressure a t which no horizontal divergence exists.
mother significant areas of mid-tropospheric convergence or divergence may occur. An atmospheric model with t>hree or more levels is thus suitable for calculation of midtropospheric divergence. Although detailed numerical calculations will be necessary before the question of the number of levels required for adequate vertical resolution can be settled, it is clear t h a t t h e e levels represents the minimum number required if mid-tropospheric divergence is an import,ant baroclinic phenomenon.
CASE STUDIES (I). JANUARY 21-22, 1959
On January 22, 1959, a notable cyclogenesis was observed over North America. A sea level cyclone passed across the Great Lakes and t'ravelled into Labrador, deepening rapidly. Of special interest was the fact that large errors rather suddenly appeared in even short-range barotropic forecasts.
The development was preceded by the motion of a 500-mb. trough through the central United States. Figure  2a shows that 24 hours in advance of the development the atmosphere was behaving barotropically, as shown by the small errors of the barotropic forecasts. The cross-section of horizontal divergence for the same time ( fig. 2b) shows the familiar equivalent barotropic pattern of a quasihorizontal surface of non-divergence near 500 mb. with compensating convergence and divergence patterns above and below the surface. Some distortion of the pattern is found over the mountains as a consequence of the ascent of the air to the west and the descent to the east of the highest terrain. Figure 3 shows a more complicated situation by 1200 CMT of January 21. This could be regarded as a period of transition from an equivalent barotropic situation to a baroclinic situation. The errors of the barotropic forecast for the subsequent 12 hours increased to amounts which were not negligible. The cross-section ( fig. 3b ) shows a split of the surface of non-divergence in the vicinity of the trough line. The signs of the convergence and divergence patterns in mid-troposphere are consistlent with the errors observed in the barotropic forecast. In figure 4 the development is shown proccedirlg in strength. The error of the barotropic forecast over the eastern United States was extreme. The cross-section ( fig. 4b) shows a most sigrlifictmt cllnnge from conditions 24 hours earlier. In the vicinity of the trough line there was a double surface of non-clivcrgcnce, OKK a t high levels and one a t low levels, with a deep layer of convergence in mid-troposphere. This cross-sect'ion of a developing trough resembles similar cross-sections obtained hy Charney [3] and by Hinkelmanrl [6] from idcalized data, as well as those comput,etl from real dat8tt by Bundgaartl [2] and by Fleagle [4] .
Having the vertical veloc,ities, one can compuk thc effects a t 500 mb. of thc vertical advection of morncnturn. The tendency of the 500-mb. height arising from t'he vcrtical momentum advection is shown in figure 5 . It ctm be seen that in this situation this effect is generally of ti sign to reduce 500-mb. error, but can account at' the most for about 20 percent of the error.
In considering that vertical velocities of IOp3 mh./sec, through a deep layer by 20 percent in 24 hours, a11 itmount which is by no means negligible. I n figure 6 , the intersect,ions of the isentropic surfaces with the cross-section are shown. These show the pronounced cold dome, and cold push, to be a feature of the lower two-thirds of the atmosphere. Above this we find a warm push, associated wit,h the low warm stratosphere.
(11). DECEMBER 6, 1959 On December 6, 1959, a cyclogenesis occurred along the eastern United States coast. Figures  7 and 8 show thc extreme error of the barotropic forecast over t'he sout8h-eastern States as the low-level cyclogenesis took ~I R C O .
The computed vertical velocities a t 650 and 350 mb., together with the computed 500-mb. divergence, are shown in figures 9, 10, and 11. Examining t,he areas of tlhc\ southeastern States, we can see that a larg' area of 500-mh. convergence was associat,ed with two separatc features. Ahead of t'he trough the ascending motion was stronger at, high levels than at low levels, and in the t,rough line the descending motion was stronger a t low levels. A 500-mh. divergence area is found just behind the t,rough line, whcro the descent was strongest a t high levels. The 500-1nb. divergence pattern of figure 10 can be compared with that of figure 6b in the paper by Brown and Neilon [I] , who obtained their map by assuming that the erltire error of the barotropic forecast was a result of the 500-mb. divergence pattern. Although there are considerable differences in details, there is a good resemblance of the major features.
Another view of this can be obtained from crosssections running just north of t>he main centers of activity. The orientat>ion of the cross-section ( fig. 12 ) was chosen to coincide with that presented in the following paper by Brown and Neilon. This gives the reader an opportunity to check two completely independent deterrninations of vertical velocity and divergence. The crosssection of divergence ( fig. 12b) shows a pattern in the developing trough similar to that of figure 4. The vertical velocity cross-section ( fig. 12a) shows that in this case the convergence associated with the trough was associated mainly with a strong ascending motion at high levels. This relatively strong high-level mcent, as well as tjhe st'rong tlescent behind the trough, was a consequence of a strong 200-mb. jet stream in strongly curved flow through the trough. If there had been no phase shifts in t'hc vertical, this would merely have resulted in a faster east'ward displacement of the 500-rnb. trough than given by t,he barotxopic forecast, since a t 500 nib. there would have been convergence ahead of and divergence behind t'he trough. However, the phase shift in t'he vertical resulted in an ext,ension of the 500-mb. convergence area into the trough line 8s well as an enlargement of tllc c.orlvergence area. This conclusion is in agreement with t'he results of Wiin-Nielsen [9] who showed that the lagging of the t,ernper:tture field behind the flow leads to a midtropospheric tendency for deepening in the trough line.
GENERAL REMARKS
A feature of both cases was the tendency for the sinking of cold air to be at a maximum in the lower levels, A well-known characteristic of strong cold-air outbreaks is the tendency for the maximum cold-air advection to occur in the lowest half of the atmosphere, with a low, warm stratosphere prominent in the higher levels. According to the analysis of the w-equation prescnt,ctl earlier, such cold-air outbreaks therefore ought t o be characterized regularly by a very strong low-level divergence, a relatively low surface of non-divergence, and a layer of mid-and upper-tropospheric convergence.
I n such cases, failures of barotropic forecasts are often observed. Cyclogenesis is also frequently seen under such conditions. In support of this diagnosis we can cite the cyclogenesis study by George and collaborators [ 5 ] , who found the strong low-level cold-air push to be a reliable precursor of cyclogenesis. They found the 850-mb. chart to be most useful in recognition of the low-level cold push. J. Austin* has pointed also to the occurrence of the abnormally low warm st'ratosphere during the initial stages of cyclogenesis. 
Wiin-Nielsen [9]
showed in his %level analysis of a modcl disturbance that an upward increase in vertical wind shear leads to a pattern of 500-mb. divergence which tends to speed up systems (convergence ahead of a trough, divergence behind) , as compared with barotropic rnot~ion.
Taba's [8] typical vertical profiles of the subtropic,al jet stream show the normal existence of such conditions.
It is a common experience at the JNWP Unit that, the barotropic forecasts move features too slowly in the areas occupied by a subtropical jet stream.
If a subtropical jet stream is found over the forward side of n trough, as in the schemat'ic representation of figure 18, the resulting mid-tropospheric convergence acwnt~uat~cs the development. Here we should Foint out t'hat Rich1 
CONCLUSIONS
The equivalent barotropic represent'at'ion of the atmosphere, with a quasi-horizontal surface of non-divergence netu 500 mb. separating divergence patterns of opposite sign above and below, was a realist'ic representat'ion of actual conditions during IL period preceding cyclogenesis. However, during two different cyclogenetic situations, thc equivalent barotropic idea became invalid. During these development periods a double non-divergent surface appeared in the vicinit'y of the developing t'rough. Between upper and lower divergence regions n deep nlidtropospheric convergence layer appeared. The invalidation of the equivalent barotropic representation WAS furt,hcr dernonstrat,ed by the appearance of large errors in the barotropic forecasts. The particular atmospheric features responsible for this mid-tropospheric convergence area near the developing trough line were the following:
(1) The low-atmospheric strong cold-air advection in and behind the low-level trougb surmounted by high-level warm air advection. This led to a vertically asymmetric o-profile, with low-level sinking and mid-tropospheric convergence.
(2) The normal phase shift wit'h height of the system, in which the sinking cold air is brought in at lower levels under the upper cyclonic system. This accentuates t'he effects mentioned under (1) above.
(3) The participation of a strong high-tropospheric jet stream in t,he strongly curved upper flow. This accentuates the pre-trough convergence in mid-troposphere. At the same time. the smaller-scale horizontal motions become of greater importance to t'he developmental process. I t is therefore, a very large step from diagnosis to prognosis. However, in deriving an w-eauation of the general type used in this study it is necessary to state some kind of wind law. I n view of the well-lmown sensitivity of numerical predictions to the wind law used, it seems that a generalization of the wind law to be used in the w-equation to that of the balance equation might be of sufficient interest to warrant recoding the machine calculations.
The problem of vertical resolution of the calculations is aggravated by the presence of a tropopause of variable height. If the vertical wind shears above and below the tropopause are each relatively invariant (but of opposite sign) serious errors can be introduced into the estimates of vertical wind derivatives from streamfunctions at widely separated levels on opposite sides of the tropopause. Further experiments to study this question seem to be in order.
